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The future of rewarding holders
who invest in tokenomics
From the team that brought you Mega Bitcoin we
are proud to bring you Mega Helium. We have every
investors contribution as the top priority for growth
and stability, all powered by Helium miners. We
have created a massive rewards system for our
holders to love and enjoy the power of passive
income just for holding MHC.

MEGA HELIUM

Earn rewards through $MHC
token holding and Helium mining!
Presenting you with an automatic rewards system that will give holders 11% Mega Bitcoin (MBC)
in total from their buy and sell transaction combined. (5.5%+5.5%). We want our investors to
enjoy passive income by holding MHC and MBC. When you earn and hold one million MBC
tokens, you are now eligible to earn BTCB rewards. If you would like to earn BTCB sooner, just
visit www.megabitcoin.net to learn how you can purchase MBC as well.

Contract address:
Earn MBC Rewards In MHC:
Earn passive rewards just for holding MHC!
Rewards are paid out in MBC on your wallet if
you have accumulated enough to cover the gas
fees. You only need to add the MBC contract
address as a custom token to your wallet.
5.5% of every buy and sell transaction for a
total of 11% is distributed back to MHC holders.
MEGA HELIUM

11% Reflections + Helium Mining
Helium is currently trading at $26 per coin
mined. Helium has an all time high of $55.22.
Which is why it is the perfect time to mine
Helium while the price is low. We will convert a
percentage of the Helium mined to MBC tokens
and distribute these tokens to you the MHC
holders. As an added benefit at 1 million MBC
tokens, you will start to earn BTCB rewards.

TOKENOMICS
Mega Helium joins Mega Bitcoin as part of an elite
group of tokens that reward it’s holders in 11%
reflections. This is the first installation in our
ecosystem that will include crypto credit cards,
crypto personal and business loans and much
more to come.
As Mega Helium mines we will be distributing 50%
for rewards and 50% for our liquidity pool to buy
back MHC tokens. This will not only give investors
the best rewards, but also the best returns on their
investment.
A 14% tax will be incurred on your buy and sell (plus
any additional tax through exchanges). 5.5% will be
distributed to the rewards wallet for distribution to
the holders, 5% will go to the liquidity pool and
3.5% will go to the marketing wallet.
MEGA HELIUM

1 million Tokens

14% fees of each
buy and sell
transaction
The MHC token has a 14% buy and
14% sell fee on every transaction.
A PancakeSwap fee of 3% is added to
the 14%. This will bring the total fees
charged to 17% on every buy and sell
transaction you make through
PancakeSwap.
There is also a transfer fee of 14%
from one wallet to another.

5.5% of each
buy/sell transaction
as rewards in MBC
5.5% of each buy transaction (of
14%) for rewards.
5.5% of each sell transaction (of
14%) for rewards.
= 11% of overall token rewards as
reflections in MBC to the token
holder.

5% of each buy/sell
transaction for the
liquidity to buy back
MHC tokens
5% of each buy transaction (of 14%)
for liquidity
5% of each sell transaction (of 14%)
for liquidity
= 10% of overall token reflections
for the liquidity.
90% of that liquidity will be used for
buying back tokens. These liquidity
token buys will give MHC token
holder extra rewards through buy
transactions.
10% of the liquidity will be used for
buying new Helium miners.
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3.5% of each
buy/sell transaction
for marketing

50% of HeliumMining rewards for
token holders (in
development))

3.5% of each buy transaction (of 14%)

50%

of

the

Helium-Mining

for the marketing wallet.

rewards are for the token holders.

3.5% of each sell transaction (of 14%)

If you hold more MHC, you are

for the marketing wallet.

getting higher rewards. Rewards

= 7% overall token rewards as

are sent automatically, once you

reflections for the marketing wallet.

have earned enough to cover the
gas fees. The remaining 50% of
the mined tokens will go to the
liquidity pool to buy back MHC
tokens.

MEGA HELIUM

ROADMAP

Our team has every investment as top priority for growth and stability. We have created a massive
reward system for our holders to love and enjoy the power of extended income for holding $MBC.

PHASE - 1
Development of Mega
Helium
Smart Contract Creation
11% MBC rewards and Auto
Liquidity Pool
Launch Website
Develop Social Media
Community – Telegram,
Twitter, Reddit, TikTok
Create Pre-Sale on
Pinksale Finance
Lock 90% of Liquidity for 6
months
Audit and KYC Badge
Marketing and Advertising
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PHASE - 2 PHASE - 3
50,000 Holders
Helium Miners to
increase rewards for
holders of MHC
MHC drop every month
to promotional winners
Expansion of Mega
Helium marketing team
Incorporation of Network
Marketing Program

100,000 Holders
Introducing Crypto Credit
Cards, Personal and
Business Loans
Listings on more exchanges

Thank You

Join us Now !!
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